Alumni Reunion Fun Day

24 November 2012

As part of the celebration for the opening of the Centennial Campus, and the Faculty’s very own building (Cheng Yu Tung Tower), the University of Hong Kong Law Alumni Association organised a homecoming Fun Day for alumni and friends on 24 November 2012.

The highlight of the Fun Day was the entertainment and performance – “We Got Talent” – held at the Moot Court, 2/F of the Cheng Yu Tung Tower. The Dean, Professor Johannes Chan SC welcomed all alumni and friends back to the Faculty at its new home. He told the audience the story behind the strive for a dedicated building for the Faculty; and many of the interesting trivia transforming the building to a comfortable and fitting one for the Faculty present and future needs. Mr Kenneth Kwok SC, the President of the Law Alumni Association, also spoke to welcome and thank alumni for supporting the event.

Speeches aside, the performance showcased the varied talents of our alumni and students apart from law. Mosaic*, a team of acapella singers led the audience to sing the Law Anthem, followed by their own version of “Top of the World” and “明我以德 Brighten Me with Virtues” (the theme song for the University’s centennial celebrations) – with rhythms and beats pounding on!! Magic shows by Ng Ka Wai (LLB 2012, currently in PCLL) and Tony Ko (LLB 2003, PCLL 2004) amazed everyone in the Moot Court with their sorcery. The Law Society Band, TLF, added the joy of the day by their very own act of pop songs cutting across different generations and genres.

Apart from the performances, alumni were updated with the Faculty’s current news on its programs, admission figures, and the new Law Library by an exhibition. Guided tours took alumni to see the Faculty’s new home in greater detail – a new, more spacious Law Library with numerous study cubicles and discussion rooms; classrooms and mooting chambers equipped with state-of-the-art facilities; and an academic conference room at the top of the Cheng Yu Tung Tower, enjoying 270˚ view and a roof garden; and many more.

Alumni attending the event warmly welcomed the opportunity to come back and witness another great leap of the Faculty in nurturing the top legal minds for Hong Kong.

Alfred Cheng (LLB 2003, PCLL 2004)
Executive Committee Member
The University of Hong Kong Law Alumni Association

* Mosaic are: Irene Cheung (LLB 2012); Harmony Lam (LLB 2012, currently PCLL); Henry Lam (LLB 2012, currently PCLL); Kyle Lo (LLB 2012, currently PCLL); Justen Li (LLB 2011, PCLL 2012); Winki Luk (LLB 4th year); Dixon Tse (LLB 2010, PCLL 2011); and Heusen Yip (JD 2012, currently PCLL).
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